Dissociated features of social cognition altered in mouse models of schizophrenia: Focus on social dominance and acoustic communication.
Social and communication impairments are common features of psychiatric disorders. Animal models of schizophrenia display various social deficits due to difference in tests, mouse strains and drugs. Moreover, communication deficits have not been studied. Our objectives were to assess and compare three major features of social cognition in different mouse models of schizophrenia: interest for a social stimulus, organization and acceptance of social contact, and acoustic communication to question whether mouse models for schizophrenia with social dysfunction also exhibit vocal communication defects. To achieve these aims we treated acutely C57BL/6J mice either with MK-801 or ketamine and tested WT and microtubule-associated protein 6 -MAP6- KO mice in two complementary social tasks: the 3-chamber test which measures social motivation and the social interaction task -SIT- which relies on prefrontal cortex activity and measures the ability to organize and respond to a real interaction, and which promotes ultrasonic vocalizations. Our results reveal that schizophrenia models have intact interest for a social stimulus in the 3-chamber test. However, thanks to principal component analyses of social interaction data, we demonstrate that social motivation and the ability to act socially rely on distinct mechanisms in revealing a decrease in dominance and communication in pharmacological schizophrenia models along with social withdraw, classically observed in schizophrenia, in MK-801 model. In this latter model, some social parameters can be significantly improved by aripiprazole, an atypical antipsychotic. Our social protocol, combined with fine-tuned analysis, is expected to provide an innovative framework for testing future treatments in preclinical models. This article is part of the Special Issue entitled 'The neuropharmacology of social behavior: from bench to bedside'.